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During the Federal Government shutdown we are unable to access base files directly from the User 

Friendly CORS website. This means that selecting a CORS base directly from the base provider list will 

not provide the base files needed for differential correction in either Pathfinder Office or the Positions 

desktop extension for ArcMap. However, the CORS base network is autonomous and continues to pro-

vide base data during the shutdown. While the website is down, the base files can be accessed by by-

passing the website and going directly to the server.  

 

This document contains the steps for editing the CORS base stations in the base provider list in either 

Pathfinder Office or Positions desktop to access the base files directly from the server. Either use this 

document to edit the existing CORS base station list or use a non-CORS base station to differentially 

correct your data files during the government shutdown. The steps listed below will work for CORS 

base stations only and should not be used to edit non-CORS base stations.  
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1. In the differential correction wizard proceed to the “Select Base Provider” window. Identify the closest 

CORS base station. Click the base station link to highlight it and then click the properties button.     

2. Click the “Base Station” tab and look at the capability section. If you are using a receiver that tracks both 

GPS and GLONASS satellites make sure that all 3 boxes are checked on. If unsure, still make sure that all 3 

boxes are checked. If not, go back to the base provider list and select the next closest CORS station.  
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3. Once you have found a CORS station that is GPS+GLONASS return to the base provider list. Click that 

base station in the list to highlight it and then click “Copy”.  

4. Click the “Base Station” tab. 

5. Check the box beside GLONASS if 

not already checked. 
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6. Click the “Internet Server” tab.  

8. Delete the address listed under “Base File Address Format” and copy/paste the following in the box: 

ftp://www.ngs.noaa.gov/cors/rinex/%YYYY%/%DDDDD%/%cccc%/%cccc%%DDDDD%0.%yy%o.gz    

7. Uncheck the box beside “Nav 

File Required”. 

9. Click “Apply” and then “OK” to 

save the changes.  
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10. The newly created base will 

be added to the base station list 

with a blue icon. Click this base to 

highlight it and then click “OK”. 

11. Choose the radio button for “Use 

position from base station list”. Make 

sure the base listed is the same as in 

the “Base Provider Search” box.  

12. Check the box beside “Confirm 

base data and position before pro-

cessing”.  

The following steps are for Pathfinder Office users only.  


